
 

ENGLISH (SBI CLASS 23 MAY 2019)
1.  i)  Many feels embarrassed by such a low hunger ratio. 

 ii)  Besides, huge subsidies to two-third of the population look 

 unwarranted if only 2% are hungry. 

  iii) Additional income was used not for more calories but to 

 switch to superior foods and non-food items. 

  iv) Clearly the poor have priorities other than calories. 

 A. Only i                        B. Only i & ii                 C. Only ii & iii 

 D. Only iii & iv E. No Error 

2.  i) Instead of walking for miles, people now cycle or take 

 buses. 

 ii)  whatever the exaggerations, surely there are genuine 

 problems to. 

 iii)  Again, many studies reveal discrimination against women, 

 especially female children, on food and health spending. 

 iv) The answer is better sanitation rather than more food 

 subsidies. 

 A. Only i                        B. Only i & iv C. Only ii & iii 

 D. Only iii & iv              E. No Error 

3.  i) Instead of walking for miles, people now cycle or take 

 buses. 

 ii)  whatever the exaggerations, surely there are genuine 

 problems to. 

 iii)  Besides, huge subsidies to two-third of the population look      

          unwarranted if only 2% are hungry. 

 iv) The answer is better sanitation rather than more food 

 subsidies. 

 A. Only i                        B. Only i & iv C. Only ii & iii 

 D. Only iii & iv              E. No Error 

4.  A.  Relations are improving between the United States and 

 Libya. 

 B. President Bush telephoned the Libyan leader, Muammar el- 

 Qaddafi, 

  C. on Monday, after Libya has paid about $1.5 billion 

  D.  to State Department to clear up terrorism-related claims 

  E.  from bombings and hijackings during the 1980’s. 

 A. Only A                      B. Only A & B C. Only A & E 

 D. Only C E.  C& D 

5.  I. It is impossible to believe that the 

government does not  know how to handle the situation with 

sincerity and  effective. 

  II. But it is also true that they are unable to decide the best 

 among the two options available in front of them. 

 III. It seems that the perpetrators of the crime are smarter than 

 brave. 

 IV. However, the police are of the opinion that they will be able 

 to nab the criminals very soon. 

 A. Both I & IV are correct   B. Both I & II are correct 

 C. Both II & III are correct  D. All I, II & III are incorrect 

 E. All I, II, III & IV are correct 

6.  I. It was alleged that the Police were prevented from to do 

 their duties. 

 II. The public were so angry with the incident that they did not 

 allow thePolice entering the crime scene. 

     III. It is because of a series of such incidents taking place in the 

 same area in the last couple of months and the failure of the 

 Police to arrest the miscreants.  

 IV. The media is giving constant pressure on the police to crack 

 the case immediately. 

 A. Both I & IV are correct     B. Both II & III are correct 

 C. Both II & IV are correct    D. I & II are incorrect 

 E. All I, II, III & IV are incorrect 

7.  I.  It was alleged that the Police were prevented from to do 

 their duties. 

 II. The public were so angry with the incident that they did not 

 allow the Police entering the crime scene. 

 III. It is because of a series of such incidents taking place in the 

 same area in the last couple of months and the failure of the 

 Police to arrest the miscreants.  

     IV. The media is giving constant pressure on the police to crack 

 the case immediately. 

 A. Both I & IV are correct   B. Both II & III are correct 

 C. Both II & IV are correct  D. I & II are incorrect 

 E. All I, II, III & IV are incorrect 
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